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Basic abstractions.! Stepderive (simpli ed) Boolean expression using sum • What is a combinational circuit? Consequently

the output is solely a function of the current inputs Lecture Combinational Circuits. We will then see how it can be used to

design combinational logic circuits. George Boole (–) Claude Shannon (–) COS General Computer Science ~cos Digital

Circuits. Combinational LogicScopeSpeci cation: Boolean algebra, truth tablesSynthesis: circuitsThe following are the basic

steps to design a combinational circuitsDe ne the problemDetermine the number of input and output variablesFix a letter

symbols to the input and the outputs. A combinational logic circuit is a circuit whose outputs only depend on the current

state of its inputs. Sequential circuit. Sequential circuit. These functions can be described using logic expressions, but is

most often (at least initially) using truth tables In this section we will introduce the laws of Boolean Algebra. What is a

digital system? George Boole (–) Claude Shannon (–) COS General Computer Science ~cos In this section we will introduce

the laws of Boolean Algebra. A circuit is a collection of devices that are physically connected by wires. Lecture

Combinational Circuits. In sequential circuit, the input and the previous ‘state’ (previous values) determine output and next

‘state’ Combinational logic circuits do not have A circuit is a collection of devices that are physically connected by wires. In

Combinational circuit the input determines output. In Combinational circuit the input determines output. Stepconstruct

truth table to carry out computation. Combinational logic circuits do not have an internal stored state, i.e., they have no

memory. t and ch. Accuracy and reliability.! A,B,C,w, x, Y,F, etc)Get the relationship between input and output from the truth

table Overview. (eg. In mathematical terms, the each output is a function of the inputs. In Steprepresent input and output

signals with Boolean variables. We will then see how it can be used to design combinational logic circuits. Digital: signals

areornalog: signals vary. Combinational circuit. Combinational circuit. Why digital systems?!
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